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Abstract

Social media research is currently confronted with a data-
sharing problem, as social media platforms prohibit full data
distribution in their terms of service. Until recent changes to
the platform, Twitter was an exception, allowing academics
to legally share Tweet and user IDs with peers, which could
then be re-collected using the Academic API endpoints. This
work investigates how Twitter data is currently shared in two
domains of harmful online communication — abusive lan-
guage and social bot detection. We find that the currently fre-
quently utilized intermediate strategy of sharing Twitter IDs
suffers from substantial data loss, leading to the incompara-
bility of computational results. Moreover, recent changes in
the API result in additional expenses and an increased col-
lection time that may have an impact on the feasibility of
research projects. All of these aspects further fuel the repro-
ducibility crisis that social media analytics currently faces. To
improve the current situation, we propose several best prac-
tices for research projects utilizing ID-based datasets for their
experiments and provide recommendations for researchers
who want to share their Twitter data with peers.

Introduction
Computational social scientists are concerned with inves-
tigating social and socio-technical phenomena through the
utilization of computational methods and digital trace data,
often from large social media platforms. Despite millions of
new data instances being produced on these platforms within
seconds, data access and distribution are currently inherently
restricted by the platform’s Terms of Services (ToS)1. Since
some platforms are more restrictive than others, we currently
observe an inherent platform bias in social media analyt-
ics (Tufekci 2014). Most of the current research endeavors in
different Computational Social Science sub-domains, such
as detecting abusive content, focus on data originating from
the Twitter platform (Vidgen and Derczynski 2021). Twitter
offers an external API that allows researchers to program-
matically access the platform either by specifying certain
queries or by monitoring a presumable random sample of
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the real-time stream of content posted on Twitter. However,
according to Twitter’s ToS, it is not allowed to share full
data collections of these observations with other researchers
publicly.

As discussed in Assenmacher et al. (2021), this leads
to an inherent problem of limited reproducibility for re-
search that relies on this type of social media data. Differ-
ent approaches are prevalent in the community to circum-
vent the data-sharing problem (e.g., access via request). One
method stands out in this context, especially for Twitter:
Rehydration. Instead of sharing Tweets and associated
meta-data directly, only unique Tweet identifiers (IDs) are
shared. Using lists of IDs, the original Tweets and user ob-
jects can be retrieved from the Twitter API, allowing re-
searchers to recreate the original data collection in theory.
However, Twitter provides no access to Tweets or user pro-
files that have been removed from the platform (by the users
themselves or removed by Twitter, e.g., because of a ToS
violation). Investigating harmful online communication pat-
terns in social media leads to a situation where a substantial
amount of observations will become inaccessible over time,
as this content is prone to be removed from the platform,
either by the platform itself (moderation) or user-initiated
deletion. When it comes to the evaluation of new method-
ological approaches (e.g., detection mechanisms for abu-
sive language) and the comparison of empirical findings on
social or socio-technical phenomena (e.g., fake news), this
does not make for an acceptable status quo as it inherently
hinders the reproducibility of research that is based on so-
cial media data. Recently - after Elon Musk’s acquisition of
Twitter - the platform announced fundamental changes to
its APIs, including the Academic one.2 ID-based Tweet re-
trieval will be strictly limited to 10,000 Tweets per month at
a price-point of $100, introducing even more practical prob-
lems when it comes to the actual feasibility of rehydrating
large corpora of Twitter data.

While the problem of data decay is already known to the
research community (Yang et al. 2020; Pamungkas, Basile,
and Patti 2023), it is comprehensively discussed only for
general Twitter-based research (Zubiaga 2018) or contro-
versial issues (Elmas 2023). A full discussion of the con-

2https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api



sequences of data decay for the critical domains of abu-
sive language and social bots is still missing. Furthermore,
while there are several surveys about general characteris-
tics of data quality of abusive language (Vidgen and Der-
czynski 2021; Pamungkas, Basile, and Patti 2023) and so-
cial bot datasets (Cresci 2020; Samper-Escalante et al. 2021;
Hays et al. 2023), there is no focused analysis on data-
sharing strategies and detailed information regarding the de-
cay of Twitter-based datasets for harmful communication.
We systematically shed light on the scale of the problem for
two domains of harmful online communication that are par-
ticularly affected: social bots and abusive language. We re-
view 45 existing datasets in both domains and reveal how
Twitter data is usually shared and what extent of informa-
tion loss is associated with the rehydration process.

Harmful Communication on Twitter
Social media platforms like Twitter, Instagram, and Face-
book allow people worldwide to share content and commu-
nicate with small or large audiences, promoting the demo-
cratic concept of freedom of expression. However, these
platforms and their users have become the subject of tar-
geted harmful communication patterns alongside these sig-
nificant benefits. As a result, recent research has concen-
trated on comprehending these hazards and devising ma-
chine learning-based countermeasures, such as techniques
for identifying abusive language or disinformation.

This work focuses on two prominent research areas that
aim to understand harmful communication patterns. Both
heavily rely on Twitter data and require different meta-
information: abusive language and social bot research. Abu-
sive language (and related concepts like hate-speech) re-
search is concerned with the identification of (mostly tex-
tual) content (Tweets) that ”attacks or diminishes, that in-
cites violence or hate against groups, based on specific
characteristics ... even in subtle forms or when humour
is used” (Fortuna and Nunes 2018). Social bots are de-
scribed in research as automated actors (Twitter accounts)
on social media websites that try to mimic human behavior
and could potentially deceive others (Wagner et al. 2012).
Sometimes social bots may even manipulate public opin-
ion (Cresci 2020). While there is a controversial academic
discussion on the degree of intelligence of such automa-
tons, they are heavily researched, especially in the context
of large-scale political manipulation, e.g., during elections
in the US or the Brexit vote (Assenmacher et al. 2020;
González-Bailón and De Domenico 2021). In contrast to
abusive language, social bots are considered a transportation
medium for harmful communication patterns. While abusive
language detection mainly focuses on the Tweet level, social
bot detection mechanisms often require more information
and rely on detailed user/account data, including personal
Tweet history.

While other types of harmful online communication such
as fake news exist, a thorough investigation of all sub-
categories is outside the scope of this work. Therefore, we
focus on the two prominent representatives relying heav-
ily on Twitter data, covering both Tweet- and user-based
datasets. We further argue that a specific focus on these two

domains of harmful online communication - especially in
the context of the recent change in the leadership of the plat-
form - is justified, as there have been first results suggest-
ing that changes in moderation practices have already led to
measurable increases in the prevalence of both abusive lan-
guage and bots on Twitter (Hickey et al. 2023).

Datasets
Abusive Language Datasets
Several abusive language datasets have been curated across
many different languages and modalities. Vidgen and Der-
czynski (2021) carry out an extensive literature survey
on abusive language, analyzing the characteristics of 63
datasets which led to the creation of hatespeechdata.com, a
repository of hate speech and abusive langauge datasets. We
use this frequently updated website (abbreviated as HSD in
this work)3 to aid in our search for finding prominent abusive
language datasets.

HSD does not actually host the datasets themselves but
curates a list of them with pointers to the original dataset as
made available by the respective creators. As of 10.02.2022,
there were 97 datasets listed in HSD. To narrow our scope,
we collect the information of all English and German Twitter
datasets amounting to 26 datasets, summarized in Table 1.4
Despite its name, HSD enumerates hate speech datasets as
well as datasets modeling related constructs like abusive
and offensive language, harassment, sexism, and racism. All
datasets are purely text-based; except the dataset by (Gomez
et al. 2020) which contains potentially hateful memes and
text-image pairs.

Social Bot Datasets
The domain of social bot research suffers from data scarcity.
One of the central hubs for social bot datasets is the com-
prehensive data repository curated by the University of Indi-
ana.5 Besides providing a platform for datasets, they also
developed one of the more popular bot classifiers called
Botometer (formerly known as BotOrNot), which was im-
proved over several iterations in recent years (Sayyadi-
harikandeh et al. 2020). Currently, 19 different datasets are
hosted on their platform, ranging from verified collections
of human user accounts over manually annotated political
bot accounts to fake followers. The identification of bot ac-
counts was achieved by different approaches, varying be-
tween datasets, ranging from manual labeling over honey-
pot deployment (Lee, Eoff, and Caverlee 2021) up to the
purchase of content polluter accounts (Yang et al. 2019). All
datasets in the Botometer repository are Twitter datasets pre-
dominantly modeling English-speaking users. To the best of
our knowledge, no non-twitter social bot dataset is available
to the research community, which further underlines the im-
portance of research on sharing Twitter data. As previously
mentioned, abusive language detection mainly focuses on
the Tweet level, whereas social bot detection mechanisms

3https://github.com/leondz/hatespeechdata
4Some datasets like Ousidhoum et al. (2019) also have tweets

in languages other than English or German.
5https://botometer.osome.iu.edu/bot-repository/datasets.html



Dataset Lang Size Avail Construct Sharing Hosting

Waseem2016 EN 6,909 91/54% HS IDs GitHub
(Waseem and Hovy 2016)

WaseemHovy2016 EN 16,791 64/50% HS (sexism, racism) IDs GitHub
(Waseem and Hovy 2016)

BenevolentSexism EN 7,205 -/33% HS (sexism) IDs GitHub
(Jha and Mamidi 2017)

Davidson2017 EN 25,296 • HS & OL Tweets GitHub
(Davidson et al. 2017)

Golbeck2017 EN 35,000 • Harassment Tweets on req SH
(Golbeck et al. 2017)

Ross2017 GER 477 • HS (immigrants) Tweets GitHub
(Ross et al. 2016)

Bohra2018 EN,HI 4,067 69/69% HS IDs GitHub
(Bohra et al. 2018)

ElSherief2018 EN 28,498 -/32% HS IDs GitHub
(ElSherief et al. 2018)

Founta2018 EN,HI 79,894 61/39% HS IDs / Tweets on req SH / Zenodo
(Founta et al. 2018)

GermEval2018 EN,HI 8,541 • OL Tweets GitHub
(Wiegand, Siegel, and Ruppenhofer 2018)

IberEval2018 EN 3,977 • Sexism, misogyny Tweets on req SH
(Fersini, Rosso, and Anzovino 2018)

Rezvan2018 EN/HI 24,189 • Harassment Tweets on req SH
(Rezvan et al. 2018)

Ribeiro2018 EN 4,972 • HS Network(req) GitHub / Kaggle
(Ribeiro et al. 2018)

HASOC19 EN,HI,GER 7,005 • HS & OL Tweets SH
(Mandl et al. 2020)

HatEval EN,SP 13,000 • HS Tweets SH
(Basile et al. 2019)

OLID EN 14,100 • OL Tweets SH
(Zampieri et al. 2019)

Ousidhoum2019 EN,AR 5,647 • HS Tweets GitHub
(Ousidhoum et al. 2019)

Toosi2019 EN 31,961 • HS sentiment Tweets Kaggle
(Toosi 2019)

ALONE EN 688 • HS/OL (Toxicity) Tweets on req SH
(Wijesiriwardene et al. 2020)

Gomez2020 EN 149,823 48/44% Multimodal HS Tweets, IDs, Img SH
(Gomez et al. 2020)

MeTooMA EN 9,973 78/78% HS IDs Dataverse
(Gautam et al. 2020)

CMSB EN 2,743 87/85% Sexism Tweets on req Datorium
(Samory et al. 2021)

Covid2021 GER 4,960 78/70% HS (Sexism) IDs GitHub
(Wich, Räther, and Groh 2021)

SWAD EN 1,675 • AL Tweets GitHub
(Pamungkas, Basile, and Patti 2020)

DeTox GER 10,278 78/65% HS/OL IDs GitHub
(Demus et al. 2022)

LSHSCDT EN,TR 128,907 82/72% HS IDs GitHub
(Toraman, Şahinuç, and Yilmaz 2022)

Table 1: Overview of abusive language datasets analyzed. We refer to the datasets with the original names provided by the
authors, or if not available the name of the first author + publication year. In terms of relative data availability (Avail), we
differentiate between non-harmful/harmful observations. Datasets that are not shared via IDs are always 100% available (•).
We also rehydrate those datasets that make an effort to share Tweet texts in addition to the Tweet ID, as this allows us to better
study the data decay on Twitter.



Dataset Lang Size Avail Construct Sharing Hosting

Caverlee2011 EN 41,411 75/64% Social Bots ALL SH
(Lee, Eoff, and Caverlee 2021)

Cresci2015 EN 5,301 83/23% Social Bots ALL SH / Boto
(Cresci et al. 2015)

Cresci2017 EN 14,368 77/57% Social Bots U-ID, U-Obj., T-ID, T-Obj. SH / Boto
(Cresci et al. 2017)

Gilani2017 EN 2,614 89/88% Social Bots U-ID, U-Obj. SH / Boto
(Gilani et al. 2017)

Varol2017 EN 2,573 81/80% Social Bots U-ID Boto
(Varol et al. 2017)

Celebrity EN 5,970 95/-% Social Bots U-ID, U-Obj. Boto
(Yang et al. 2019)

CresciRtbust2019 EN, IT 759 83/80% Social Bots U-ID, U-Obj., T-ID Zenodo
(Mazza et al. 2019)

CresciStock2019 EN 25,987 77/36% Social Bots U-ID, U-Obj., T-ID, T-Obj. Zenodo / Boto
(Cresci et al. 2019)

Feedback EN 527 78/65% Social Bots U-ID, U-Obj. Boto
(Yang et al. 2019)

Political EN 62 -/21% Social Bots U-ID, U-Obj. Boto
(Yang et al. 2019)

Pronbots EN 21,964 -/9% Social Bots U-ID, U-Obj. GitHub / Boto
(Yang et al. 2019)

VendorPurchased EN 1,088 -/63% Social Bots U-ID, U-Obj. Boto
(Yang et al. 2019)

Astroturf EN 585 -/31% Social Bots U-ID Boto
(Sayyadiharikandeh et al. 2020)

Botwiki EN 704 -/91% Social Bots U-ID, U-Obj. Boto
(Yang et al. 2020)

Midterm EN 5,0538 87/0% Social Bots U-ID, U-Obj. Boto
(Yang et al. 2020)

Rauchfleisch EN, GER 1,971 94/90% Social Bots U-ID Dataverse / Boto
(Rauchfleisch and Kaiser 2020)

TwiBot20 EN 11,826 95/90% Social Bots ALL SH
(Feng et al. 2021)

Verified EN 2,000 97/-% Social Bots U-ID, U-Obj. Boto
(Yang et al. 2020)

TwiBot22 EN 1,000,000 96/94% Social Bots ALL SH
(Feng et al. 2022)

Table 2: Overview of bot datasets analyzed. We refer to the datasets with the original names provided by the authors, or if not
available the name of the first author + publication year. In terms of relative data availability (Avail), we differentiate between
non-bot/bot observations. In the column Sharing, U-ID and U-Obj. stand for user ID and user object, and T-ID and T-Obj.
for Tweet ID and Tweet object, respectively. ALL is reserved for datasets that share network information in addition to the
aforementioned information. We also rehydrate those datasets that make an effort to share user information in addition to the
user ID, as it is oftentimes not the full user object available from the Twitter API that is shared, but a select subset relevant to
the original dataset creation purpose. This furthermore allows us to better study the data decay on Twitter.



often require more information and rely on detailed account
data. Early detection approaches only utilized a broad user
feature set returned when user data was queried from Twit-
ter (e.g., number of Tweets or friends). More state-of-the-art
approaches incorporate additional information, such as the
follower network and the account’s Tweet content. All con-
sidered datasets and their characteristics are summarized in
Table 2.

Results
Sharing Approaches We generally observe two major
sharing patterns in both domains: either the Tweets are dis-
tributed via ID lists, or the Tweets’ contents are published. In
the latter case, much effort is put into the pseudonymization
of the Tweets by removing the associated IDs and substitut-
ing user mentions and URLs (Zampieri et al. 2019). For all
abusive language datasets that we identified in our study, 8
(31%) shared only Tweet IDs. The majority of the remain-
ing datasets containing complete Tweets are often abusive
language detection competitions such as HateEval, OLID,
IberEVAL, and HASOC, which usually provide access only
after registration. In this space, CodaLab6, an open-source
web-based competition platform, proved to be the de facto
standard. The process of accessing data is mainly automated,
and researchers are often required to sign a usage agreement
that prohibits the further distribution of Tweets. For the re-
maining datasets that were not constructed in the context of
a specific challenge, data access was granted on request, af-
ter contacting one of the work’s authors. We positively report
that most of the authors (11 out of 14 for abusive language, 6
out of 7 authors for social bots) we contacted replied within
several days and provided us with links and passwords to the
data repositories (e.g., Dropbox). This holds for both sharing
approaches (IDs and Tweets). However, for the three abusive
language datasets that only consisted of Tweets IDs, the au-
thors either did not reply or replied saying that they could
not make the missing data available, thus making it impos-
sible to reconstruct the whole dataset.

For the social bot domain, the approach of sharing only
IDs (here, the IDs of Twitter accounts) is even more preva-
lent, with only 31% of the analyzed datasets being com-
pletely available (including all meta-data required to repli-
cate ML experiments). However, it is important to empha-
size that an additional sharing approach can be observed
in this domain. Instead of only providing references to the
datasets, as HSD does for abusive language datasets, the
Botometer website not only refers to these external sources
but additionally hosts the datasets, consisting of both IDs
and the corresponding user objects. These user objects usu-
ally contain meta-information such as the accounts screen
name, number of followers, or number of Tweets posted by
the account at the time of retrieval. While this seems to be
an improvement over the sharing of IDs-only, which is al-
ways associated with the rehydration loss, it is still not a real
solution to the reproducibility problem; most of the existing
social bot detection mechanisms not only consider the user
object as input features but also additional meta-data such as

6https://codalab.org/

Tweet content or network characteristics. To replicate exper-
imental results, it is important that all relevant information
is shared. Examples of datasets for which all information
that might be relevant for a classifier is made available are
the TwiBot-datasets, which share both IDs and full objects
of Tweets and users, as well as additional network informa-
tion. Unfortunately, for the datasets that are hosted solely on
Botometer, these additional input features are not available,
as the authors raise concerns that the sharing of actual Tweet
contents would violate Twitter’s ToS.

Dataset Hosting and Availability We have identified
a heterogeneous landscape of different hosting platforms
across both investigated domains. Sharing strategies range
from using centralized platforms like GitHub, Botometer,
and Zenodo, to self-hosting through artisanal platforms or
by sending the data (typically as a zipped folder) over email.
For abusive language datasets, a majority of the datasets are
shared via GitHub (14 out of 26), while self-hosting is the
next popular option (9). When data is shared via GitHub, it
is typically in the form of IDs with pointers to scripts for
automatic rehydration. On the other hand, datasets contain-
ing tweets or other metadata are shared through self-hosted
platforms. Self-hosting also allows dataset creators to make
the data available if requesters sign a user agreement. In
contrast, for social bot datasets, GitHub is rarely used for
sharing bot data. Botometer is the most popular platform
for sharing bot data in a standardized manner. Some notable
dataset creators like Cresci et al. (2019), in addition to mak-
ing the data available in the Botometer-friendly format of
sharing only IDs and user objects, additionally share the data
on their own, providing additional features like tweet IDs
and contents or network information. While they followed
this approach with a positive intention, it resulted in a dual
state where it may not be clear which versions of the dataset
were used by researchers for conducting their experiments.

However, using dedicated archives like Zenodo that com-
ply with the ideas of open science and long-term availability
are rather the exception than the norm, leading to a status-
quo in which research depends on the responsiveness of the
original dataset creators.

Rehydration Results We rehydrated 12 abusive language
and 19 social bot datasets. Figure 1 summarizes the main
results for each domain individually. We display the total
availability of Tweets or user accounts on a dataset level in
blue and additionally differentiate between the availability
of harmful content/bots (red) and non-harmful content/non-
bots (green). First, it is evident that a substantial amount
of content is not accessible anymore in both domains, with
a median availability of 75% for social bot data and 69%
for abusive language data. Unsurprisingly this issue is even
more amplified when focusing on the availability of the
positive class (the harmful content/bot class). Here, we
observe a median availability of 64% for the social bot
data and only 54% for the abusive language data. We also
observe a high variance in data available for rehydration
across the different datasets, especially for the social bot
domain. We assume that this is because not all bot accounts
are harmful and are not prone to be removed from Twitter.
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Figure 1: Rehydration results showing the fraction of avail-
able data per dataset.

A bot account that is explicitly identified as such and
regularly shares weather information, for example, would
not conflict with the Twitter ToS and should, therefore,
not be expected to be removed. We observe that for social
bot datasets, the highest rehydration loss is associated with
data originating from a political context (Political,
Astroturf, Midterm), while more general bot
collections (Varol2017, CresciRtbust2019,
Botwiki) tend to exhibit a higher account availability.
The worst example of rehydration loss is found in the
Midterm dataset, in which all accounts are permanently
banned/removed from the platform, making it infeasible to
recollect any data on social bots at all.

Zombie Tweets and Users We conducted our rehydration
experiments at two distinct points in time to shed light not
only on the at least anecdotally known phenomenon of Twit-
ter data decay but also to be able to explore the underlying
dynamics in greater detail. The first round of rehydrations
was conducted in January and February 2022, and the sec-
ond round was done more than a year later, in March 2023.
While we mainly expected to observe that the decay of the
datasets would have progressed with more time elapsed be-
tween the two rounds of rehydrations, the results are less
clear (see Tables 3 and 4). In line with our expectation to ob-
serve signs of a progressing decay, we could not rehydrate a
non-negligible share of objects in the second round that was
still available in the first round of rehydrations. However, we
also observe what we refer to as Zombie Tweets and Zombie
Users, Tweets and users that we could not rehydrate in the
first round but which were again available for rehydration
during the second round. We thus find an effect that works
in the opposite direction of the decay problem, thereby ob-
fuscating its gravity. For the abusive language datasets, the
decay of 11,859 Tweets that were available in Round 1 and
are not available anymore in Round 2 is thus countered by
5,343 Tweets that were not available in Round 1 but could be
rehydrated again in Round 2. What would have been equal to
a further decay of 7.3% based on the total number of Tweets
that were still available in Round 1 becomes a decay of only
4.0% if simultaneously accounting for the number of Tweets

coming back online between rehydration rounds 1 and 2. On
the user level and for the bot datasets, this effect also exists
but is less pronounced for the Tweets, with 1,780 user ac-
counts that were available in Round 1 not being available
anymore in Round 2 and 263 user accounts that were not
available in Round 1 being available again in Round 2. The
reinstatement of previously banned accounts as announced
by the TwitterSafety account between the two rehy-
dration rounds could at least partially be responsible for the
Zombie Tweets and Zombie Users observed here.7 Together
with banned users allowed back to the platform, their for-
merly removed Tweets would also have been made available
again, potentially explaining the elevated numbers of both
Tweets and users again available for rehydration in Round
2.

Table 3: Confusion matrix, showing the number of Tweets
from the abusive language datasets that were available for
rehydration in rounds 1 and 2.

Avail R1 Not Avail R1
Avail R2 150,474 5,343
Not Avail R2 11,859 140,444

Table 4: Confusion matrix, showing the number of user ac-
counts from the bot datasets that were available for rehydra-
tion in rounds 1 and 2.

Avail R1 Not Avail R1
Avail R2 76,706 263
Not Avail R2 1,780 98,914

Pre-Sharing Rehydration Loss For the datasets made
available via the Botometer repository, another dimension
of the rehydration problem occurs. Some of the datasets in-
cluded in the repository have originally been collected by
other authors, before they were finally recollected by the
maintainers of the Botometer repository, for the develop-
ment of their own detection models and for inclusion in
the repository. Because the other authors did not collect and
share all the information necessary for the Botometer detec-
tion models, the user IDs had to be rehydrated before being
added to the repository. However, since this round of rehy-
drations apparently happened a while later than the original
creation of these datasets, the datasets included in the repos-
itory suffer from a (significant) loss of information for the
exact same rehydration issue that is explored and discussed
here. This is also why the dataset size presented in the pub-
lication that originally presented the dataset differs from the
size of the dataset as introduced in the Botometer publica-
tions and the repository. This issue is acknowledged in Yang
et al. (2020) and handled by sharing both the full lists of user
IDs (as presented in the original datasets) and the list of user
objects (as available when the dataset was rehydrated for in-
clusion in the repository). For some datasets, the loss in re-
hydration at this earlier stage is quite significant. While the

7https://twitter.com/TwitterSafety/status/
1619125112716005376?s=20 (Accessed May 9, 2023)



number of user IDs with associated label available from the
Botometer repository for the CresciStock2019 dataset
match the 25,987 instances shared by the creator of the
dataset, the number of user objects available from Botome-
ter for the same dataset is only 13,276 – a loss of almost
50% of the original dataset instances even before the data is
shared in the repository. Adding to the problem of the dual
state of datasets already introduced above, this deviation in
dataset size makes it even more challenging to keep track of
the different dataset versions that are publicly available.

Rehydration Costs After Twitter’s acquisition by Elon
Musk, the platform underwent significant changes, includ-
ing modifications to its API tiers. Prior to the acquisition,
Twitter allowed researchers to use the platform’s academic
API to access up to 10,000,000 historic tweets (if still avail-
able) per month, completely free of charge. However, with
the recent introduction of new API tiers, this has fundamen-
tally changed.8 While the new Free tier does not allow to
retrieve Tweets from the platform at all, the Basic variant
enables the rehydration of 10,000 Tweets per month at a
cost of $100. These changes have significantly impacted the
feasibility of benchmarking studies. For instance, if NLP re-
searchers want to conduct a comprehensive model perfor-
mance study on all abusive language datasets, they would
need a budget of $4,500 to retrieve all the datasets for which
only IDs were shared. However, budget constraints are not
the only challenge hindering data-driven research. As the
Basic tier only allows for the collection of 10,000 tweets
per month, it would take 45 months to rehydrate all of the
previously mentioned datasets (assuming that only one paid
API developer account is used). This could become a major
restriction for researchers working in small-sized research
labs who do not wish to violate Twitter’s ToS by creating
multiple developer accounts.

Challenges and Best Practices
In our study, we identified several challenges in the domain
of harmful online communication when it comes to shar-
ing data via Twitter IDs. As shown in Figure 1, a significant
amount of data decay occurs in both bot and abusive lan-
guage datasets, with the decay affecting the harmful cases
more. Therefore, the sharing of only IDs is not enough, as
it leads to systematic data loss. We also observed other fac-
tors that hinder researchers from reproducing results from
previous studies. Firstly, we cannot assume continuous data
decay, as tweets or users that were previously unavailable
may reappear on the platform at later times. Secondly, al-
terations to Twitter’s API and pricing policy lead to higher
financial and temporal costs for research institutions. Lastly,
the existence of various versions of the same dataset across
different hosting locations, rehydrated at different times and
thus with different compositions, adds to the complexity of
reproducing experimental results. Given Twitter’s ToS, we
acknowledge that sharing IDs is the de facto most straight-
forward and convenient way of sharing Twitter data. On
the other hand, keeping in mind the importance of studying

8https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/getting-
started/about-twitter-api (Accessed April 12, 2023)

harmful communication, especially for its societal impact,
there are valid reasons to question and reconsider Twitter’s
ToS (Freelon and Hargittai 2020). Sharing Tweets instead of
IDs might seem like the logical solution, however, on top
of violating Twitter’s ToS, it can also lead to loss of pri-
vacy (Fiesler and Proferes 2018) and vulnerability to attack,
especially in the context of sensitive topics like abusive com-
munication.

Best practices for dataset creators
Keeping the previously mentioned challenges as well as eth-
ical and privacy issues in mind, while attempting to balance
transparency and reproducibility, we recommend dataset
creators to do the following:

1. Releasing the full data via request that includes stipula-
tions about protecting data subjects, such as conditions
that require the data to not be shared further and the data
subjects to not be contacted. Several papers in this survey
do so (Golbeck et al. 2017; Rezvan et al. 2018)

2. Releasing the Tweet text (for abusive language datasets)
or user information (their bios or network for social bots)
in an anonymized way with personally identifiable infor-
mation scrubbed

3. Releasing the features used for training automated meth-
ods with or without the actual Tweet texts or users

4. Releasing the data in a differentially private man-
ner (D’Orazio, Honaker, and King 2015)

5. Releasing data only in one hosting location, preferably a
dedicated and secure data archive (to avoid discrepancies
in versioning)

A combination of two or more of these approaches is also
possible (Samory et al. 2021). While all five options are
more time-consuming for dataset creators, rather than just
releasing lists of IDs, and are not without limitations of their
own (Oberski and Kreuter 2020), they better ensure both re-
producibility and the welfare of data subjects. Open science
platforms also reduce reliance on individual researchers for
data access. Finally, we recommend that new studies uti-
lizing existing datasets should clearly state (a) whether and
which subset of IDs was used in the context of their exper-
iments and (b) which additional information was used (e.g.
in the bot domain the most recent Tweets for each account).

Best practices for dataset users
We recommend the following steps for anyone intending to
use a Twitter-based dataset: If the dataset is only shared via
Tweet IDs, it is advisable to contact the original dataset cre-
ators to explore potential collaboration possibilities before
embarking on any rehydration efforts. In our investigations,
we found that a substantial majority of the dataset creators
were responsive and often granted us access to their data.
However, if gaining access to the original data is not fea-
sible, researchers should report which Tweet IDs were suc-
cessfully rehydrated and used for subsequent experiments.
This reporting ensures a certain level of comparability be-
tween different studies. It is essential to document how and



from which source the experimental data was retrieved in all
cases.

Discussion and Outlook
Sharing Tweet and user IDs that researchers not involved
with the original data collection effort can potentially re-
hydrate appears to be a promising solution for the data-
sharing issues posed by Twitter’s ToS. However, this work
showed that a significant amount of data becomes inacces-
sible over time, especially when harmful content is con-
cerned. The resulting discrepancy between different ground
truth variants leads to a situation where evaluation results
are no longer comparable. An important factor is keep-
ing in mind the “right to be forgotten” enshrined in pri-
vacy legislature such as the General Data Protection Reg-
ulation (GDPR) (Tsesis 2014); one that implies that we
should respect a data subject’s wish to have their con-
tent removed from data stores when they delete that con-
tent on a platform. However, building on previous calls
for closer examination of trade-offs between the right to
be forgotten and transparency (Freelon and Hargittai 2020;
Tromble and Stockmann 2017), our work raises important
questions on how data can be shared for research topics of
great societal importance, such as harmful communication.

Ultimately, we want to emphasize that the current situa-
tion is not caused by the bad research habits of academics
who want to keep their data private. On the contrary, aca-
demics are eager to share their datasets but often cannot
comply with concerns. Despite the good intentions that aca-
demics have when releasing their valuable data as lists of
IDs, we argue that it might be counterproductive due to
dataset decay as well as the prohibitive monetary and tem-
poral costs of rehydration. It is, therefore, of uttermost im-
portance that researchers systematically elaborate on which
information should be shared with peers depending on the
underlying problem. Finally, it is important that both re-
searchers and Twitter work together to facilitate data access
for academics.

Limitations and Future Work Our work is not without
limitations, and there are important follow-up research ques-
tions that have to be addressed in upcoming endeavors. First,
we only investigated two sub-domains of harmful online
communication. While both domains are important dimen-
sions of harmful online communication, especially when it
comes to research that heavily relies on Twitter data, future
work might investigate other relevant areas, such as misin-
formation or propaganda detection. It is also vital to ana-
lyze languages other than German and English. Future work
should also investigate and characterize the content that was
removed from Twitter, or perhaps even more interestingly,
harmful communication that has been spared because of ei-
ther mislabeling, because it was too subtle to be detected by
internal Twitter detection mechanisms, or because it was not
flagged as harmful by other Twitter users. Finally, it would
be interesting to investigate how the extent of missing data
and the impact of different decay rates for harmful and non-
harmful content on the class (im-)balance affects the perfor-
mance of trained models.
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